New Books in the Library

**Big data in computational social science and humanities**
Chen, Shu-Heng, 1959- editor.

**Willpower: why self-control is the secret of success**
Baumeister, Roy F. | Tierney, John (John Marion)

**The 5 resets: rewire your brain and body for less stress and more resilience**
Nerurkar, Aditi, author.

**Feel the fear and do it anyway**
Jeffers, Susan J., author.

**Ecclesial being: contributions to theological dialogue**

**Rethinking social inquiry: diverse tools, shared standards**
Brady, Henry E. | Collier, David, 1942-

**Handbook of computational social science. Volume 2, Data science, statistical modelling, and machine learning methods**
Engel, Uwe, 1954- editor. | Quan-Haase, Anabel, editor. | Liu, Sunny Xun, 1977- editor

**Social inquiry and Bayesian inference: rethinking qualitative research**

**The European voter: a comparative study of modern democracies**
Thomassen, J. J. A. | European Consortium for Political Research.

**The craft of international history: a guide to method**
Trachtenberg, Marc, 1946-
Freakonomics: a rogue economist explores the hidden side of everything
Levitt, Steven D. | Dubner, Stephen J.

Boomerang: the biggest bust
Lewis, Michael (Michael M.), author.

Whoops!: why everyone owes everyone and no one can pay
Lanchester, John.

Marx on money
Brunhoff, Suzanne de, author.

EU law: text, cases, and materials

Cases and materials on international law
Harris, D. J. (David John), author. | Sivakumaran, Sandesh, author.

Administrative law: text and materials

The principles of equity & trusts
Virgo, Graham, author.

Simplify your study: effective strategies for coursework and exams
Lia, Peter, author.

Cracked: why psychiatry is doing more harm than good
Davies, James (James Peter), author.

The secret world of stargazing: find solace in the stars
West, Adrian, author.
Space: the 10 things you should know
Smethurst, Rebecca, author.

The disordered cosmos: a journey into dark matter, spacetime, and dreams deferred
Prescod-Weinstein, Chanda, author.

The crowd & the cosmos: adventures in the zooniverse
Lintott, Chris, author.

The planets
Cohen, Andrew (Scientist), author. | Cox, Brian, 1968- author.

Habits of a happy brain: retrain your brain to boost your serotonin, dopamine, oxytocin, & endorphin levels
Breuning, Loretta Graziano, author.

An anthropologist on Mars: seven paradoxical tales
Sacks, Oliver, 1933-2015.

Oltre il Duomo
Fiorini, Barbara, editor. | Museo archeologico e d'arte della Maremma, host institution.

Writing a postgraduate thesis or dissertation: tools for success
Hammond, Michael, author.

Stand up and be heard: taking the fear out of public speaking at university
Grieve, Rob (Writer on physiotherapy), author.

The Faber book of nonsense verse
Grigson, Geoffrey, 1905-1985, editor.

Tales of ordinary madness
Bukowski, Charles, author. | Chiarello, Gail, editor.
Yellowface
Kuang, R. F. (Rebecca F.), author.

Vanishing trick
Patten, Brian, 1946- author.

A choice of De la Mare's verse

Selected poems
Muir, Edwin, 1887-1959, author.

Men who march away: poems of the First World War

Carol Ann Duffy, Vicki Feaver, Eavan Boland
Duffy, Carol Ann. | Feaver, Vicki, 1943- | Boland, Eavan.

Better than God
Porter, Peter.

Courage in a poem: poetry about empowerment
Barber, Annalise, illustrator. | Knapp, Cecilia, author.

Courage out loud

Translations
Friel, Brian, author.

Racing demon
Hare, David, 1947-

Snowflake
Bartlett, Mike, 1980- author.
The ha-ha
Dawson, Jennifer, author.

The spire

The black spider

Perfidious Albion
Byers, Sam, 1979- author.

The girl with the golden eyes
Balzac, Honoré de, 1799-1850, author.

Strait is the gate
Gide, André, 1869-1951, author. | Bussy, Dorothy, translator.

Confessions of Zeno
Svevo, Italo, 1861-1928, author. | Thermes, Giovanni, illustrator. | Roditi, Edouard

The homeric simile in comparative perspectives: oral traditions from Saudi Arabia to Indonesia

A history of the world in 100 objects

Abidjan façon-façon
Alquin, Nicolas, 1958- author.